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Abstract  Sentiment analysis is one of the most active research areas in natural language processing, web/social network mining, and text/multimedia data mining. The growing importance of sentiment analysis coincides with the popularity of social network platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, and Flickr, which provide a rich repository of people’s opinion and sentiment about a vast spectrum of topics. Moreover, the fact that we are exposed to a tremendous amount of data in different forms including text, images, and videos makes sentiment analysis a very challenging task due to its nature of multimodality. In this chapter, in order to provide a big picture of sentiment analysis, we will discuss some of the latest works on topics of sentiment analysis based on visual content and textual content.

2.1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis and opinion mining are fields of study that analyze people’s opinions, evaluations, attitudes, and emotions generally from written language [1]. To the best of our knowledge, the term sentiment analysis first appeared in [2]. Because of the explosive communication and information exchanges using social media, researchers are now given the opportunity to access a tremendous amount of texts and images that express people’s opinions and sentiments. Therefore, research in sentiment analysis not only has an important impact on Natural Language Processing, but may also have a profound impact on management sciences, political science, economics, and social sciences as they are all affected by opinions.
Sentiment analysis applications have spread to almost every possible domain, from consumer products, services, health care, and financial services to social events and political elections. Many big corporations have also built their own in-house capabilities, e.g., Microsoft, Google, Hewlett-Packard, SAP, and SAS. Such practical applications and industrial interests have provided strong motivations for research in sentiment analysis.

Most recently, social networks such as Twitter and microblogs such as Weibo have become major platforms of information exchange and communication between users, between which the common information carrier is tweets. Social networks such as Twitter and microblogs such as Weibo provide billions of pieces of both textual and visual information, making it possible and imperative to detect sentiment indicated by both textual and visual data, respectively. Multimedia content, such as images, are more likely to express and convey people’s subtle feelings compared with text information alone [3]. However, sentiment analysis based on a visual perspective is still in its infancy.

With respect to sentiment analysis, much work has been done on textual information [4–6], as well as online sentiment dictionary [7, 8]. Semantics and concept learning [9–12] based on visual features is another way of sentiment analysis without employing textual information. However, semantics and concept learning approaches are hampered by the limitations of computer vision. The analysis of aesthetics [13, 14], interestingness [15] and affect or emotions [16–19] of images are most related to sentiment analysis based on visual content. Moreover, sentiment analysis based on human activities’ content, for example, images of facial expressions, has played a significant role in the fields of psychology and human–computer interaction. Many works have been explored on facial emotion classification [20–22]. Hernandez et al. [23] created a computer vision-based system that automatically encouraged, recognized, and counted smiles on a college campus. Hoque et al. [24] took a step forward by building a novel system that provides ubiquitous access to social skills training based on recognitions of facial expressions, speech, and prosody and responds with verbal and nonverbal behaviors.

There are many existing works on sentiment analysis of social media. In particular, Twitter sentiment analysis is one of the most popular research topics. Most existing methods differ in terms of features and emphasize on different aspects of the problem. Guerra et al. [25] proposed a method to measure the bias of social media users toward a topic. Transfer learning is employed to learn the textual features, in such a way that they can build a more accurate classification model using the user biases as a new feature. However, the identification of users’ bias on a particular topic itself may be challenging. In [26], the authors employed label propagation to handle noisy labels and use the network for the propagation of the labels. Their results indicate an improvement of accuracy over existing approaches. In [27], the authors used Twitter as a platform to analyze the language characteristics of mothers during postpartum. Their results indicate that using social media can help discover and understand the health and wellness of women following childbirth. Meanwhile, in [28], a method on
streaming data sentiment analysis is proposed. The core of the solution is a training augmentation procedure. It will automatically incorporate new relevant messages into the training data. In [29], the authors used the social relations extracted from tweets, and applied graph Laplacian to form a sparse formulation. An optimization algorithm is proposed to solve this problem. All of these methods only use textual features for sentiment analysis. Even though noisy labels and network structures are also considered, these approaches did not combine with image features for sentiment analysis, which is another main content feature of tweets.

Meanwhile, other works related to the mining of different aspects of social networks have also been proposed. Kosinski et al. [30] analyzed the likes in Facebook, and discovered that people in social media are more likely to share some common interests with their friends and some particular community. Based on their model, they are able to predict the behavior of the users according to their online social activities. Rao et al. [31] used Bayesian models for latent attribute detection based on topic models. Goel et al. [32] used social media to study the browsing behavior of online users. Wong et al. [33] used online social network data to quantify political leaning using the information extracted from tweets and retweets. Choudhury et al. [34] analyzed the sentiment or mood in social media. They used valence and activation to represent moods. Their work provided validation of conceptualization of human mood.

For social media networks, the network structure itself can also be employed for the analysis of sentiment propagation of different nodes across the network. In [35], the authors used the hyperlinks in the network to analyze the sentiment flow. Their results indicate that a node is significantly influenced by its immediate neighbors. The structure of information propagation graph also illustrates the impact of different sentiment flow patterns. Similarly, users connected in social networks are more likely to have similar opinions. To analyze sentiment, [36] employed network relationship to analyze the sentiment of a group of users over a particular topic. In [29], both the user-content and the user–user relations were exploited for sentiment analysis. More specifically, they proposed a semi-supervised learning framework by using the network relations and formalized the problem in an optimization framework. An empirical study of the proposed framework over two existing Twitter datasets illustrated the improved performance of the algorithm. You and Luo [3] analyzed the sentiment changes of Twitter users using both textual and visual features.

In the remainder of this chapter we will present some latest works on topics of sentiment analysis based on both textual data and visual data. In Sect.2.2, we introduce Sentrifuge, a novel image sentiment analysis framework based on middle level attributes and eigenface expression detection. In Sect.2.3, we present a new study aimed at analyzing the sentiment changes of Twitter users due to multimedia data including both visual and textual information. We conclude and look forward to future work in sentiment analysis in Sect.2.4.
2.2 Sentiment Analysis on Visual Contents

As stated, so far analysis of textual information has been well developed in areas including opinion mining [4, 5], human decision making [5], brand monitoring [37], stock market prediction [38], political voting forecasts [4, 39], and intelligence gathering [40]. Figure 2.1 shows an example of image tweets. In contrast, analysis of visual information covers areas such as image information retrieval [41, 42], aesthetics grading [14] and the progress is relatively behind. On the other hand, a recent study shows that images constitute about 36% of all the shared links on Twitter,¹ which makes visual data mining an interesting and active area to explore. As an old saying has it, an image is worth a thousand words. Much like the textual content-based mining approach, extensive studies have been done regarding aesthetics and emotions in images [13, 15, 43].

Visual content analysis has always been important yet challenging. Thanks to the popularity of social networks, images become a convenient carrier for information diffusion among online users. Aiming to conduct visual content-based sentiment analysis, current approaches include employing low-level features [16, 44, 45], via facial expression detection [46] user intent [47], and understanding images using attribute learning [48, 49]. Sentiment analysis approaches based on low-level features have the limitation of low interpretability, which in turn makes it undesirable for high-level use. Metadata of images is another source of information for high-level feature learning [50]. However, not all images contain such kind of data and researchers are trying to incorporate techniques such as attribute learning and scene understanding before going to final sentiment classification. As for understanding

Fig. 2.1 Selected images crawled from Twitter showing (first row) positive sentiment and (second row) negative sentiments

the visual concepts of an image, [48] established a large-scale Visual Sentiment Ontology (VSO) consisting of more than 3,000 adjective noun pairs and used as detectors for image sentiment. Sentribute [49], on the other hand, built 102 middle level attributes and used them as features for sentiment classification.

To understand the diffusion patterns and different aspects of the social images, we need to interpret the images first. Similar to textual content, images also carry different levels of sentiment to their viewers. However, different from text, where sentiment analysis can use easily accessible semantic and context information, how to extract and interpret the sentiment of an image remains quite challenging. In this section, we introduce an image sentiment prediction framework, which leverages the mid-level attributes of an image to predict its sentiment. This makes the sentiment classification results more interpretable than directly using the low-level features of an image. To obtain better performance on images containing faces, we employ eigenface-based facial expression detection as an additional mid-level attribute. An empirical study of the proposed framework shows improved performance in terms of prediction accuracy. More importantly, by inspecting the prediction results, we are able to discover interesting relationships between mid-level attribute and image sentiment.

Compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms, the main contribution of Sentribute to this area is two-fold: first, the proposed Sentribute, an image-sentiment analysis algorithm based on 102 mid-level attributes, of which results are easier to interpret and ready-to-use for high-level understanding. Second, we introduce eigenface to facial sentiment recognition as a solution for sentiment analysis on images containing people. This is simple but powerful, especially in cases of extreme facial expressions, and contributed an 18% gain in accuracy over decision making only based on mid-level attributes, and 30% over the state-of-art methods based on low-level features.

2.2.1 Framework Overview

Figure 2.2 presents the proposed Sentribute framework. The idea for this algorithm is as follows: first, we extract scene descriptor low-level features from the SUN Database [47] and use these four features to train the classifiers by Liblinear [16] for generating 102 predefined mid-level attributes, and then use these attributes to predict sentiments. Meanwhile, facial sentiments are predicted using eigenfaces. This method generates really good results, especially in cases of predicting strong positive and negative sentiments, which makes it possible to combine these two predictions and generates a better result for predicting image sentiments with faces. To illustrate how facial sentiment helps refine our prediction based on only mid-level attributes, we present an example in Sect.2.4, of how to correct the false positive/negative prediction based on facial sentiment recognition.
Fig. 2.2 Selected images crawled from Twitter showing a positive sentiment and b negative sentiments

2.2.2 Sentribute

In this section we outline the design and construction of the proposed Sentribute, a novel image sentiment classification method based on mid-level attributes, together with a decision refine mechanism for images containing people. For image sentiment analysis, we conclude the procedure starting from dataset introduction, low-level feature selection, building mid-level attribute classifier, and image sentiment classification. As for facial sentiment recognition, we introduce eigenface to fulfill our intention.

Dataset: Our proposed algorithm mainly contains three steps: first is to generate mid-level attributes labels. For this part, we train our classifier using SUN Database, the first large-scale scene attribute database, initially designed for high-level scene understanding and fine-grained scene recognition [51]. This database includes more than 800 categories and 14,340 images, as well as discriminative attributes labeled by crowd-sourced human studies. Attributes labels are presented in the form of zero to three votes, of which 0 vote means this image is the least correlated with this attribute, and three votes means the most correlated as shown in Fig. 2.3. Due to this voting mechanism, we have an option of selecting which set of images to be labeled as positive: images with more than one vote, introduced as soft decision (SD), or images with more than two votes, introduced as hard decision (HD). Mid-level attribute classifiers learned based on soft decisions are less likely to be overfitting and less accurate than the classifiers learned based on hard decisions.

The second step of our algorithm is to train sentiment predicting classifiers with images crawled from Twitter together with their textual data covering more than 800 images. Twitter is currently one of the most popular microblog platforms. Sentiment ground truth is obtained from visual sentiment ontology with permission of the authors. The dataset includes 1,340 positive, 223 negative and 552 neutral image tweets. For testing, we randomly select 810 images, containing positive (660 image tweets) and negative (150 image tweets). Figure 2.1 shows images chosen from our dataset as well as their sentiment labels.

---

2 http://groups.csail.mit.edu/vision/SUN/.
The images in the table above are grouped by the number of positive labels (votes) received from AMT workers. From left to right the visual presence of each attribute increases [51].

The final step is facial emotion detection for decision fusion mechanism. We chose to use the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces dataset [52] mainly because the faces are all well aligned with each other and have consistent lighting, which makes generating good eigenface much easier. The dataset contains 70 men and women over 2 days expressing seven emotions (scared, anger, disgust, happy, neutral, sad, and surprised) in five different poses (front, left prole, right prole, left angle, right angle).

**Feature Selection:** In this part, we aim to select low-level features for generating mid-level attributes, and we choose four general scene descriptors: GIST descriptor [18], HOG 2x2, self-similarity (SSIM), and geometric context color histogram (GEO-COLOR-HIST) features [53]. These four features were chosen because they are each individually powerful and because they can describe distinct visual phenomena in a scene perspective other than using specific object classifier. These scene descriptor features suffer neither from the inconsistent performance compared to commonly used object detectors for high-level semantics analysis of an image, nor from the difficulty of result interpretation generated based on low-level features.

**Generating Mid-level Attribute:** Given the selected low-level features, we are then able to train our mid-level attribute classifiers based on SUN Database. We have 14,340 images as training data, and the low-level features of each image add up to more than 170,000 dimensions. For classifier options, Liblinear⁴ outperforms against LibSVM⁵ in terms of training time and maintains similar performance in accuracy in cases where the number of samples are huge and the number of feature dimensions.

---

⁴ http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/
⁵ http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/.
Fig. 2.4 Computing mutual information for each label (first row is based on SD and second row is based on HD), where X label indicates the number of each feature and Y label stands for the MI value is huge. Therefore, we choose Liblinear toolbox to implement SVM algorithm to achieve time saving.

The selection of mid-level attribute also plays an important part in image sentiment analysis. We choose 102 predefined mid-level attributes based on the following criteria: (1) have descent detection accuracy, (2) potentially correlated to one sentiment label, and (3) easy to interpret. We then select four types of mid-level attributes accordingly: (a) Material: such as metal, vegetation; (b) Function: playing, cooking; (c) Surface property: rusty, glossy; and (d) Spatial Envelope [18]: natural, man-made, enclosed.

We conduct mutual information (MI) analysis to discover mid-level attributes that are most correlated with sentiments. Mutual information is a measure of variables’ mutual dependence (Fig. 2.4).

For each mid-level attribute, we computed the MI value with respect to both positive and negative sentiment categories (Fig. 2.4). Table 2.1 illustrates the 10 most distinguishable mid-level attributes for predicting both positive and negative labels
in a descending order based on both SD and HD. Figure 2.5 demonstrates Average Precision (AP) for the 102 attributes we selected, for both SD and HD. It is not surprising to see that attributes of material (flowers, trees, ice, still water), function (hiking, gaming, competing) and spatial envelop (natural light, congregating, aged/worn) all play an important role based on the result of mutual information analysis.

**Image Sentiment Classification:** In our dataset we have 660 positive samples and 150 negative samples. It is likely to obtain a biased classifier based on these samples alone. Therefore, we introduce asymmetric bagging [54] to deal with biased dataset. Figure 2.6 presents the idea of asymmetric bagging: instead of building one classifier, we now build several classifiers, and train them with the same negative samples together with different sampled positive samples of the same amount. Then we can combine their results and build an overall unbiased classifier.

**Facial Sentiment Recognition:** Our proposed algorithm, Sentribute, contains a final step of decision fusion mechanism by incorporating eigenface-based emotion detection approach. Images containing faces contribute to a great partition of the whole images so that, 382 images from our dataset have faces. Therefore, facial emotion detection is not only useful but important for the overall performance of our algorithm.

In order to recognize emotions from faces we use classes of eigenfaces corresponding to different emotions. Eigenface was one of the earliest successful implementations of facial detection [55]; we modify the algorithm to be suitable for detecting classes of emotions. Although this method is widely appreciated already, we are the first to modify the algorithm to be suitable for detecting classes of emotions, and this method is simple yet surprisingly powerful for detecting facial emotions for front and consistent lightened faces. Note that we are not trying to propose an algorithm that outperforms the state-of-the-art facial emotion detection algorithms. This is beyond the scope of this section.

According to Ekman [56], there are six principal emotions that human’s experience: fear, anger, disgust, happiness, sadness, and surprise. Due to the accuracy of the model and the framework of integrating the results with Sentribute, we reduce the set of emotions to positive, neutral, and negative emotions. This is done by classifying the image as one of the seven emotions and then mapping the happy and surprised emotions to positive sentiment, neutral sentiment to itself, and all other emotions to
negative sentiment. At a high level, we are computing the eigenfaces for each class of emotion; we then compare the features of these eigenfaces with the features of the target image projected onto the emotion class space.

The algorithm requires a set of faces to train the classifier (more specifically to find the features of the images). We chose to use the Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces (KDEF) dataset [52] for many reasons, specifically the faces are all well aligned with each other and have consistent lighting, which makes generating good eigenfaces much easier. The dataset contains 70 men and women over 2 days expressing seven emotions (fear, anger, disgust, happy, neutral, sad, and surprised) in five different poses (front, left profile, right profile, left angle, right angle). We use a subset of the KDEF database for our training set, only using the seven frontal emotions from one photographing session.

Training the dataset and extracting the eigenfaces from the images of each emotion class was accomplished by using principal component extraction. We preprocess the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP 10</th>
<th>Soft decision</th>
<th>Hard decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Congregating</td>
<td>Railing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Flowers</td>
<td>Hiking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Aged/worn</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vinyl/linoleum</td>
<td>Competing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Still water</td>
<td>Trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Natural light</td>
<td>Metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Glossy</td>
<td>Tiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Open area</td>
<td>Direct sun/sunny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Aged/worn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ice</td>
<td>Constructing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Asymmetric Bagging](image-url)
training data by running it through fdlibmex,\(^6\) a fast facial detection algorithm to obtain the position and size of the face. We then extract the face from the general image and scale it to a $64 \times 64$ grayscale array; it is then vectored into a 4,096 length vector. We concatenate the individual faces from each class into an $M \times N$ array $X$, where $M$ is the length of each individual image and $N$ is the number of images in the class. We then are able to find the eigenfaces by using Principal Component Extraction. Principal component extraction converts correlated variables, in our case a set of images, into an uncorrelated variables via an orthogonal transform. We implement principal component analysis by first computing the covariance matrix

$$C = (x - \mu)(x - \mu)^T,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $\mu$ is the vector of empirical mean of matrix $X$ over each row. The eigenvectors of $C$ (donated by $E^c$ where $c$ is the emotion class) are then calculated and arranged by decreasing eigenvalues. Only the 20 largest eigenvectors are chosen for each class of facial emotions. The principal eigenfaces are simply the eigenvectors of the system that have the largest eigenvalues. We compute the features $F^c$ of class $c$ as shown below.

$$E^c = PCA(X^c)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

$$F^c = E^c(X^c - \mu^c)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

In order to classify the target image preprocessing is necessary to preprocess the image as we preprocess the training dataset, which we will denote $y$. The classification of a test face is performed by comparing the distance of the features of the target face (projected onto the emotion subspace) to the features of the eigenfaces of the subspace. We then choose the class that minimizes this function as the predicted class, specifically

$$\arg \min_c \sum_i \| E^c_i (y - \mu) - F^c_i \|,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where $i$ is each individual feature column vector in the array \([55]\).

Given the distance value we are able to set a threshold value in order to filter out results that are weakly classified. Figure 2.7 shows examples of classified facial emotions.

### 2.2.3 Experiments

**Image Sentiment Classification:** As mentioned before, state-of-the-art sentiment analysis approach can be mainly concluded as: (1) textual information-based

sentiment analysis, as well as online sentiment dictionary [7, 8] and (2) sentiment analysis based on low-level features. Therefore, in this section, we set three baselines: (1) low-level feature-based approach, (2) textual content-based approach [8], and (3) online sentiment dictionary SentiStrength [7].

1. Image Sentiment Classification Performance:

First we demonstrate results of our proposed algorithm, image sentiment classification based on 102 mid-level attributes (SD vs. HD). Both Linear SVM and Logistic Regression algorithms are employed for comparison.

As demonstrated in Table 2.2, performance of precision for both Linear SVM and Logistic Regression outperforms that of recall. Due to the benefits of using asymmetric bagging, we are now able to raise the classification accuracy of negative samples. Smaller number of false positive samples and relatively larger number of detected true positive samples contribute to this unbalanced value of precision and recall performance.

The next thing we are interested in is the comparison against baseline algorithms.

2. Low-level Feature-Based and Textual Content-Based Baselines:

For low-level feature-based algorithm, Ji et al. employed the following visual features: a dimensional color histogram extracted from the RGB color space, a 512-dimensional GIST descriptor [18], a 53-dimensional local binary pattern
Table 2.2  Image sentiment classification performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear SVM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>54.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>61.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3  Accuracy of sentiment classification

(a) Comparison between low-level-based algorithm and mid-level-based algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SVM (low)</th>
<th>Logistic regr (low)</th>
<th>SVM (mid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>53 %</td>
<td>61.4 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Comparison between mid-level visual content-based algorithm and textual content-based algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Contextual polarity</th>
<th>Sentistrength</th>
<th>SVM (mid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>61.7 %</td>
<td>61 %</td>
<td>61.4 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(LBP), a bag-of-words quantized descriptor using a 1,000 word dictionary with a two-layer spatial pyramid, and a 2,659-dimensional Classemes descriptor. Both linear SVM and logistic regression algorithms are used for classification. For textual content-based algorithm, we choose contextual polarity, a phrase-level sentiment analysis system [6], as well as SentiStrength API.7 Table 2.3 shows the results of accuracy based on low-level features, mid-level attributes, and textual contents.

**Decision Fusion:** The final step of Sentribute is decision fusion. By applying eigenface-based emotion detection, we are able to improve the performance of our decision based on mid-level attributes only. We only take into account images with complete face with reasonable lighting condition. Therefore among all the images with faces, we first employ a face detection process and generate a set of 153 images as the testing dataset for facial emotion detection and decision fusion. For each face we detected, we assigned them a label indicating sentiments: 1 for positive, 0 for neutral, and −1 for negative sentiments. We thus computed a sentiment score for each image as a whole. For instance, if we detect three faces from an image, two of them are detected as positive and one of them is detected as neutral, then the overall facial sentiment score of this image is 2. These sentiment scores can be used for decision fusion with the decision made based on mid-level attributes only, i.e., we add up the facial sentiment score and the outputs of the classifiers based on mid-level attributes only returned by our classifiers to implement a decision fusion mechanism. Table 2.4 shows the improvements in accuracy after decision fusion.

7 http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/.
Table 2.4  Accuracy of Sentribute algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mid-level-based prediction</td>
<td>64.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial emotion detection</td>
<td>73.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentribute (after synthesis)</td>
<td>82.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.8 presents examples of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN) samples generated by Sentribute. False classified samples show that it is hard to distinguish images only containing texts from both positive and negative labels, and images of big event/celebration (football game or a concert) from those of protest demonstration. They both share similar general scene descriptors, similar lighting condition, and similar color tone. Another interesting false detected sample is the first image shown in false negative samples. Figures make frown expression on their faces, however the sentiment behind this expression is positive since they were meant to be funny. This sample is initially classified as positive based on mid-level attributes only, and then refined as negative because two strong negative facial expressions are detected by our eigenface expression detector. These kinds of images show a better decision fusion metric would be one of our potential improvements.

2.2.4 Conclusion

In this section, we present Sentribute, a novel image sentiment analysis algorithm based on mid-level attributes. Asymmetric bagging approach is employed to deal with unbalanced training data. To enhance the classification performance, eigenface-based emotion detection algorithm is applied, to deal with images containing faces and achieve a significant gain in accuracy over results based on mid-level attributes alone. The proposed algorithm explicitly explores visual content for sentiment analysis by employing mid-level attributes and without using textual content.

2.3 Sentiment Analysis in Multimedia Tweets

Online social networks have attracted the attention of people from both the academy and real-world. In particular, the rich multimedia information accumulated in recent years provides an easy and convenient way for more active communication between people. This offers an opportunity to research people’s behaviors and activities based on those multimedia content that can be considered as social imagematics. One emerging area is driven by the fact that these massive multimedia data contain people’s daily sentiments and opinions. However, existing sentiment analysis typically only pays attention to the textual information regardless of the visual content,
which may be more informative in expressing people’s sentiments and opinions. In this section, we attempt to analyze the online sentiment changes of social media users using both the textual and visual content. In particular, we analyze the sentiment changes of Twitter users using both textual and visual features. An empirical study of real Twitter datasets indicates that the sentiments expressed in textual content and visual content are correlated. The preliminary results in this section give insight into the important role of visual content in online social media.

Twitter is one of the most influential social networks across the world. Research work of different topics related to Twitter has been published in different conference venues. The large amount of daily generated user content attracted many researchers around the world to analyze potential interesting patterns in social media, including prediction of political election, sentiment analysis, information diffusion, topic trend, etc. However, it should be noted that at the beginning, Twitter as a social platform only allows a maximum of 140 characters to compose users’ messages. However, things changed in 2011, when Twitter allowed online users to post images in their
tweets. We denote the tweets that contain images as image tweets. The impacts of image tweets are tremendous. This part will focus on one particular impact of image tweets, namely the impact on sentiment analysis.

Multimedia content, like images, are more likely to express and convey people’s subtle feelings compared with text information [3]. With the popularity of smartphones and convenient social media APPs, more and more people are likely to post image tweets to attract attention from other users in Twitter. Figure 2.9 shows an example of an image tweet, where the big picture conveys more information about the Tweet.

One of the most interesting aspects of Twitter is that people’s sentiments in Twitter seem to be related to real social life. For instance, in [57], the authors found that the sentiment changes of Twitter users are closely related to the overall economy situations in the U.S. and the stock market. However, most research on sentiment changes are related to the overall text tweets. Little attention has been paid to the analysis of image tweets. The work described in this part is an attempt toward the analysis of sentiment conveyed in the multimedia content in tweets. We intend to investigate social multimedia analysis, which we refer to as social imagematics. We conduct an empirical study on the sentiments expressed in people’s tweets, especially the impact of sentiments in image tweets.

2.3.1 Approaches

As discussed in Sect. 2.1, there are many existing works on sentiment analysis using textual features. In this section, we employ existing algorithms to analyze the sentiment of the textual tweets. For the sentiment analysis of visual features, we build classifiers using low-level and mid-level respectively.
Textual Sentiment Analysis: There are many related works on sentiment analysis of Twitter [26, 29, 33, 36]. Meanwhile, there are also many online services that provide easy access API to evaluate the sentiment of online tweets. Many of these tools\(^8\) come directly from the academic research. Since we are more concerned with image tweets and the sentiment of images, we directly use existing online service for the sentiment analysis of collected tweets.

In particular, we use the sentiment140\(^9\) [58]. Sentiment140 is a semi-supervised machine learning approach. It exploits emotions as noisy labels for training data. Moreover, it provides convenient API for the sentiment analysis of different tweets. Typically, one can send the data to the server using HTTP request. The server then returns the sentiment for each line contained in that file. The returned value in this file contains three different values (0, 2, and 4). Here 0 represents the negative sentiment, 4 represents the positive sentiment, and 2 means neutral. In this way, we are able to classify the tweets into different sentiment categories.

Sentiment Changes with the Number of Images: Users in Twitter generally preferred different types of tweets. Some of the users like to post many image tweets, while many other users love to post traditional text tweets. To analyze the sentiments of users with different preferences over image tweets, we conduct an experiment on the relation between the proportion of image tweets and the proportion of positive tweets. We use the textual sentiment analysis in Sect. 2.3.1 to analyze the sentiments of different users. Then, the number of positive tweets over the sum of positive and negative tweets is used to represent the proportion of positive sentiment.

We randomly picked about 300 users and downloaded their tweets using the user timeline API. Figure 2.10 shows that users who like to post many image tweets are more likely to have positive sentiments. On the other hand, for users with fewer proportion of image tweets, the proportion of positive sentiments among these users varies significantly.

Visual Sentiment Classification: Image sentiment analysis is quite challenging. As discussed in [59], the authors used the textual sentiment analysis as the rough labels of the corresponding images. Then, RGB Hist and SIFT features are employed to train a classifier and classify the test images. Their results indicate that the positive and negative sentiments seem to share different interesting image patterns.

In our implementation, we use the image sentiment corpora from visual sentiment ontology\(^10\) with kind permission from the authors. Then according to the dataset, we trained two levels of classifiers. The first classifier only uses the low-level features, which include HOG [60], GIST [18], SSIM [61], and GEO-COLOR-HIST [62]. Different features have different advantages over different tasks [53]. HOG is good for object and human recognition. GIST is another feature designed for scene recognition. On the other hand, SSIM provides measure of invariant scene layout. Meanwhile, geometric color histogram offers a robust histogram feature, which is invariant of scene layout.

\(8\) http://matei.org/ithink/2012/02/08/a-list-of-twitter-sentiment-analysis-tools/.
\(9\) http://www.sentiment140.com/.
\(10\) http://visual-sentiment-ontology.appspot.com/.
Fig. 2.10  Relationship of proportion of image tweets and the proportion of positive tweets

Fig. 2.11  Framework of image sentiment classification using low-level and middle level features respectively

The low-level features can be easily extracted from the given images. Figure 2.11 shows the framework employed for image sentiment classification. The main component in this framework is the low-level and middle level image features. Accordingly, there are two classifiers. In our implementation, we choose liblinear\(^\text{11}\) as the classifier for both levels due to its scalability in large-scale learning. The first classifier is based on the low-level features discussed above. Based on these low-level features, we also train and learn some middle level features. Middle level features are more interpretable than low-level features. In our implementation, we use the middle level features described in Table 2.5. For each middle level feature, we need to train a classifier, which can determine whether or not the given image contains the corresponding middle level description. By combining all the middle level features, we are able to construct a middle level features description for the given image set. Then, a second-level classifier based on the extracted middle level features is constructed and employed to classify the test images into different sentiment categories.

\(^{11}\) http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/.
Table 2.5  Summary of the middle level features used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Dirt/soil</th>
<th>Matte</th>
<th>Man-made</th>
<th>Rugged scene</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural light</td>
<td>Dirty</td>
<td>Open area</td>
<td>Cluttered space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct sun/sunny</td>
<td>Rusty</td>
<td>Semi-enclosed area</td>
<td>Scary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric/indoor lighting</td>
<td>Arm</td>
<td>Enclosed area</td>
<td>Soothing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged/orn</td>
<td>Cold</td>
<td>Far-away horizon</td>
<td>Stressful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossy</td>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>No horizon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all the images contained in image tweets, we then download these images according to the URL contained in the metadata of each image tweet. Then low-level and middle level features are extracted using the same procedure for the training images. In this way, we are able to classify the sentiment of image tweets according to the visual features of the images contained in image tweets.

2.3.2 Experiments

We collect tweets using online Twitter API.12 Twitter provides different categories of API. We mainly use the Twitter streaming API and Twitter timeline API. In order to choose some relatively active users, we use the streaming API to download over 19 million tweets. Active users simply refer to users who tweet, reply, and retweet more than others over a certain period of time. We chose empirical thresholds (over 100 original tweets in 1 month) to determine the relatively active users. To store such a large amount of data, we use couchdb,13 a document database, to store the download tweets. Then, by analyzing the downloaded 19 million tweets, we are able to identify the activity levels of different online users. First we identify over 8,000 users, and we use the timeline API to download the tweets of these users. We collected over 20 million tweets for all the 8,000 users. Next, the tweets of these 8,000 users are further analyzed. Among these 8,000 Twitter users, we further pick out about 300 users who are relatively active in posting both text and image tweets based on the threshold we mentioned because we want to analyze the correlation between sentiments behind text tweets and image tweets. Given these users and the URL contained in their image tweets, we collect all the users’ posted images. We got over 90,000 thousand images for these active Twitter users.

In the downloaded 25 million tweets, we analyze the proportion of image tweets. Over the 25 million tweets, about 6 million tweets are image tweets (5,988,058/25,580,000 = 0.23). About every 1 in 4 tweets contains images in Twitter. Figure 2.12 shows the distribution of number of retweets. Similar to many other user activities, the distribution is a power law distribution with long tail. Figure 2.12a, b shows that the number of image retweets share a similar distribution,

12 https://dev.twitter.com/.
with a slight difference in the slope of the fitted line of the log-log plot of the distribution. If we further look at the cumulative probability distribution of retweets number for all tweets and image tweets only, we can conclude from Fig. 2.12c, d that compared to image tweets, the proportion of tweets that received small number of retweets takes a larger proportion than image tweets. This evidence also verifies the fact that image tweets are more likely to attract online users’ attention and are more easily diffused in the social network.
Correlation of Sentiment Between Image Tweets and Text Tweets: To illustrate the correlation between text and image tweets, we randomly select 10 users from the 300 users. We employ the methods discussed in Sect. 2.3.1. The sentiment analysis results using text and image features are shown in Figs. 2.13 and 2.14. In both figures, the red line represents the sentiment changes of each user according to the sentiment analysis of using text tweets, while the blue line represents the sentiment changes of each user according to the sentiment analysis of image tweets. The blue lines in the left column give the sentiment analysis using low-level image features, while the blue lines in the right column give the sentiment analysis using middle level image features. In Fig. 2.13, we average the long-term sentiment for each user in terms of
days, which means that each point represents the average sentiment score for a user. Similarly, in Fig. 2.14, the sentiment is averaged in terms of 1 h.

Table 2.6 shows the correlation coefficients between sentiment of the selected users using text features and image features. Although there is noise in the prediction of user’s sentiment, the results indicate that there is still positive correlation between the sentiment expressed in text tweets and image tweets. In particular, for user 606333611, the sentiments are highly correlated. The reasons for this may include two aspects. First, we see this user is a relatively more active user. This can be reflected by the date on the x-axis of the figure. Since Twitter only allows us to download up to 3,200 of a user’s most recent statuses, therefore, this user posted many tweets in a relatively short period. Second, there is no negative sentiment predicted by the text tweets. At the same time, for some users, they only have positive sentiment (there is no negative and neutral sentiment), thus the correlation is unavailable.
However, overall we see that sentiment classification using middle level features seems to be more correlated with the sentiment of using text tweets.

Correlation of Sentiment in a Shorter Period: The above results are averaged in terms of a day. This may not reflect people’s sentiment fluctuation in a particular day. In this section, we average the short-term sentiment of a user in terms of an hour. The results are shown in Fig. 2.14. The results indicate that different users have different sentiment change patterns. Some users are more likely to have emotional fluctuation in terms of both text and image tweets. For some users, their sentiment changes are reflected by text tweets. Meanwhile, some users are more likely to post images to express their sentiment changes. There is a correlation between the sentiment changes for the randomly selected 10 users. Table 2.7 shows the correlation coefficients for the 40 most recent periods. Different from the results in terms of days, in this case some of the correlation coefficients are negative. However, for most users, the correlation coefficients are mostly positive. The results of using low-level visual features and middle level visual features are not consistent all the time. The results on one hand indicate the difficulty in image sentiment analysis. On the other hand, they also illustrate the different patterns of online users in expressing their sentiment.
Fig. 2.14 Short-term sentiment of the recent 40 periods. We choose 1 h in which the users posted tweets as one short period. a 110914277. b 110914277. c 1135866961. d 1135866961. e 183352499. f 183352499. g 320657019. h 320657019. i 341587111. j 341587111. k 606333611. l 606333611. m 745235832. n 745235832. o 910880371. p 910880371. q 924674300. r 924674300. s 98005782. t 98005782

2.3.3 Conclusion

The results in this section are based on preliminary work. Some users are more likely to express their sentiments using image tweets, while others are still more likely to express their sentiment using text tweets. This reveals the challenges in predicting the sentiment of online social network users. The results in this section are encouraging for using the multimedia information for sentiment analysis.

Nevertheless, sentiment analysis is quite challenging for social multimedia. The short text nature of tweets imposes more challenges on this task. The results in this study indicate that both the textual and visual features are informative in determining one’s sentiment. We discover the correlation between the sentiment expressed by text tweets and image tweets. At the same time, different users also reveal different behavior patterns in online social networks. Although the results do indicate some correlation between image tweets and textual tweets, to get more robust and more interpretable results, we need more features and more robust data to discover the
influence of multimedia content in the social network. The sentiment analyses of images are still not mature. This, on the other hand, indicates that we have a great opportunity for discovery in this area.
Table 2.7 Correlation coefficients of textual sentiment and visual sentiment for recent 40 periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User id</th>
<th>Low-level features</th>
<th>Mid-level features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0110914277</td>
<td>0.176150</td>
<td>0.132065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1135866961</td>
<td>0.172788</td>
<td>0.172788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0183352499</td>
<td>0.075004</td>
<td>−0.197358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0320657019</td>
<td>0.226449</td>
<td>0.212064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0341587111</td>
<td>0.150699</td>
<td>0.221518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0606333611</td>
<td>0.398337</td>
<td>0.065079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0745235832</td>
<td>0.089547</td>
<td>0.006048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0910880371</td>
<td>−0.071518</td>
<td>−0.244712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0924674300</td>
<td>0.245525</td>
<td>0.252585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0098005782</td>
<td>−0.127538</td>
<td>−0.027864</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Discussion and Future Work

In this chapter, we have discussed some of the current works in the field of sentiment analysis and presented our new research results on image and multimedia sentiment analysis. We are living in an increasingly open society and individuals are now more and more willing to share feeling with others and listen to others’ opinions at the same time. Due to the enormous growth in social network platforms, sentiment analysis is receiving more attention. Although we now have more data sources at greater scales than ever before, sentiment analysis based on visual and multimodality perspective is still in its infancy. In the computer vision field, the development of attribute learning and deep neural network structures have shown some promising results, which can lead to sentiment analysis approaches such as Sentribute. Additionally, from a multimodality perspective, topics on deep multimodal structures are drawing more attention these days. For example, Srivastava showed in [63] that multimodal learning with deep boltzmann machines can improve the classification performance from the joint features extracted from both text and images. These techniques are expected to bring a new chapter to sentiment analysis and opinion mining.
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